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1) This is my #Qanon thread for June 2, 2020

Q posts can be found here:

qanon.pub

qalerts.app

My Theme: All Systems Go

2) For about a month, Q has made obscure references to military operations. Q doesn't post
random messages, so there's a relevance to them, but it hasn't been clear (at least to me) what
that it is. But the events of the last two days have brought some clarity.

3) On four occasions between May 6th and May 13th, Q dropped a link to a video of an AC-
130 gunship conducting night time operations. 

AC-130 Gunship Lights up the Night | Military.com
An AC-130 gunship and UH-60 helicopter light up the night as troops on the ground

work a laser illuminator.

https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658…
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4) On May 24th, Q said (without providing context), "ILS approach looks good."
While ILS (Instrument Landing System) is used by civilian aviators, it took the conversation
in the general direction of aviation terms.

5) On June 30th, we saw the use of another aviation term, "call the ball." This time, the
context was the insurrection act as it applies to the current state of civil unrest.

6) Last night, Q posted this after POTUS gave Governors an ultimatum: Call up the National
Guard and get rioting under control or he would deploy the military.

I took this as a signal that the military has been given a green light to deploy and bring rioting
under control.
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6) Tonight, Q wrote: "All Systems Go."
I interpret this to mean that (some) Governors have refused to call up the National Guard and
POTUS has ordered the military to be deployed.

7) Regarding the prior post ^ and the tweet by POTUS:

Yesterday, the President tweeted "November 3rd" without providing context.

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

NOVEMBER 3RD.

411K 12:45 PM - Jun 1, 2020

179K people are talking about this

8) Tuesday, November 3rd is election day. 
We could assume that's what POTUS was referring to, but on November 1, 2017, Q indicated
that November 3 (with no year specified) would be a marker.

9) On October 31, 2017, November 3 was the predicted date for Podesta and Huma to be
indicted. 
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Today's post by Q suggests that November 3rd had a double meaning; disinformation was
provided about indictments in 2017 and a glimpse was given of the 2020 election.

10) The takeaway is that the military is being deployed to restore peace and tonight we have
confirmation.

Breaking911
@Breaking911

BREAKING: The Pentagon moves 1600 troops, including 
infantry battalion, to bases near D.C.

21.9K 2:14 AM - Jun 3, 2020

8,168 people are talking about this

11) If you'd like to know why Podesta, Hillary and Huma were not arrested, read this short
thread.

Praying Medic
@prayingmedic

Replying to @prayingmedic

57) I'm often asked about the claims made by Q in late October, 
and early November of 2017 that Hillary Clinton and John 
Podesta would be arrested. 

Don't these claims prove that Q is an unreliable source of 
information?

607 3:47 PM - Dec 15, 2019

223 people are talking about this

12) Q posted a link to this tweet featuring Hillary Clinton and George Soros.

God Wins 
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@Educati0n4Libs

Will Twitter delete this?

34.3K 9:40 PM - Jun 2, 2020

41.2K people are talking about this

13) Q responded.

14) "Expect Us" seems to be a jab at Anonymous.

Apparently, Q and the President aren't concerned about reports that Anonymous has dirt on
POTUS.
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15) On May 31, Q said "mapping" of the group Antifa began a long time ago.

16) Today, Fox News is reporting that the arrest of high-ranking members of Antifa may be
imminent.

Antifa arrests coming, concerns over riots heading to suburbia, gover…
Concerns have sharply risen this week, one government intelligence source told

Fox News, that rioters are purporting to move their storms of destruction  – which

take place after the peaceful protest…

https://www.foxnews.com/us/antifa-arrests-coming-riots-suburbs

17)
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18) Between May 22 and June 3, 2018, Q did not post. 

When he returned, he explained that a "blackout" was necessary. 

The BOOM was in reference to the President's trip to Singapore to meet with Kim Jong Un.
(POTUS left on June 9th.)

19) A photo of a darkened White House went viral after the media claimed the lights were
dimmed Sunday night in response to rioting.

Viral Photo of White House ‘Going Dark’ That Was Shared by Dems Is f…
A viral photo showing the White House with its lights off is at least five years old

and was edited to make it seem darker.

https://www.nationalreview.com/news/viral-photo-of-white-house-going-dark-that-was-s…

20) Will this be a week to remember?
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21)

22) "Let your light shine before men, that they may see your good works, and. glorify your
Father who in heaven." 
Mat. 25:16

23) This is the 2nd time POTUS has brought attention to US Attorney Huber this week.

Why is he highlighting Huber now?

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Undercover Huber is a great spoof, funny, but at the same time 
sad, because the real @JohnWHuber did absolutely NOTHING. 
He was a garbage disposal unit for important documents & then, 
tap, tap, tap, just drag it along & run out of time. A.G. Jeff 
Sessions was played like a drum!

53.9K 10:46 AM - Jun 3, 2020

18.9K people are talking about this

24) One year ago, AG Barr explained that Huber's investigation of matters related to Hillary
Clinton was winding down.
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25) Q posted a link to a thread by @QArmyST

26)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

***** EYES ON ****
The last several days of ANTIFA attacks against the White 
House and other targets in Washington DC and this photo of 
military police standing on the steps of the Lincoln memorial 
reminded me of something very important. A news article from 
July 2019.#QAnon
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8,160 people are talking about this

27)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

Replying to @QArmyST

2) This Bloomberg article dated 7/22/19 mentioned the discovery 
of an ongoing top secret military mission around Washington 
DC.#QAnonbloomberg.com/news/articles/…

3,362 5:25 AM - Jun 3, 2020

1,244 people are talking about this

28)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

Replying to @QArmyST

3) The article referenced a tweet by Alan Wayne. In the tweet 
Wayne makes reference to the US army's mystery mission and 
then makes a very suspicious statement:

"*certain people* might be interested ..."

Was Wayne trying to tip off ANTIFA & planners of the current 
insurrection?
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2,892 5:25 AM - Jun 3, 2020

1,021 people are talking about this

29)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

Replying to @QArmyST

4) On 7/22/19, the same day the Bloomberg was published, Q 
dropped a screenshot of another of Alan Wayne's tweets 
referencing the Bloomberg article about the ongoing secret 
military mission around DC.#QAnon

2,593 5:25 AM - Jun 3, 2020

805 people are talking about this

30)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

Replying to @QArmyST

5) Here's a screenshot of Alan Wayne's tweet regarding the 
mysterious military operation aroun Washington DC that Q 
referenced in drop #3462.#QAnon
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2,358 5:25 AM - Jun 3, 2020

701 people are talking about this

31)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

Replying to @QArmyST

6) Now let's return to Alan Wayne's 7/23/19 Tweet referenced in 
the 7/22/19 Bloomberg article about the secret military operation 
around Washington DC. Let's focus specifically on the 
government document he links in his tweet.#QAnon
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32)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

Replying to @QArmyST

7) Here's a photo of the government document that revealed the 
existence of the secret military operation around DC. In the first 
paragraph it mentions that "...the Army will be creating a SCIF to 
support secure mission communications and information...at 
Davison Army Airfield.."
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2,434 5:25 AM - Jun 3, 2020

759 people are talking about this

33)

Q Army STORM-trooper  
@QArmyST

Replying to @QArmyST

8) SCIF stands for Sensitive Compartmentalized Information 
Facility. Q mentions just such a facility in drop #14 on 10/31/17 
along with mentioning ANTIFA by name & asking this question:

What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage 
in domestic terrorism?

BOOM!

4,515 5:25 AM - Jun 3, 2020

2,113 people are talking about this
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35) On October 31, 2017, Q suggested that Antifa had been infiltrated by military intelligence
and said that if local governments would not enforce the law, the military would.

3 years later, these issues are front and center.

36)

M. Foust
@thevagrantpepe

2 years 7 months and 1 day ago...

We were told there would be riots
We were told there would be temporary military control

We were given the end at the beginning

Unreal.

19.1K 3:09 AM - Jun 3, 2020
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38) Q asked us to re-read this article on the investigation of Antifa.

39)

Antifa arrests coming, concerns over riots heading to suburbia, gover…
Concerns have sharply risen this week, one government intelligence source told

Fox News, that rioters are purporting to move their storms of destruction  – which

take place after the peaceful protest…

https://www.foxnews.com/us/antifa-arrests-coming-riots-suburbs

40) The shadow president will be gaslighting the sheep at 5 pm today.
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Barack Obama holds town hall after George Floyd’s death
Obama is set to address the nation on camera Wednesday at 5 p.m. Eastern, live

on his website.

https://www.kron4.com/news/national/barack-obama-to-address-nation-live-on-george-…

41) No doubt, the Divider-in-Chief will encourage division, stoke race wars, and inflame
hatred.
Stay Together.
Stay Strong.
Walk in love.
Resist evil.
Pray for strength.

42)

Charlie Kirk
@charliekirk11

Let me get this straight:

Nancy Pelosi won’t let Congress get back to work because of a 
lack of social distancing

...Yet she’s walking around in massive protests?

Why are we still paying her salary if this is how she spends her 
time?

RT!
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24.5K 7:47 PM - Jun 3, 2020
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43) In the eyes of the media, anything POTUS does is evil.

When Nancy Pelosi does the same thing, she is applauded.

Divide and control?

44)

Eric Schmitt
@Eric_Schmitt

In a stunning development, our office has learned that every 
single one of the St. Louis looters and rioters arrested were 
released back onto the streets by local prosecutor Kim Gardner.  
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45) Q replied.
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